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1. INTRODUCTION

The Bernstein operators Bn : '(frO, 1] --+ '(frO, 1] are defined by

(IE '(frO, 1]; x E [0, 1]).

Throughout this paper, let (kn)nEN be a sequence of natural numbers. We
investigate the limit behaviour ofthe sequence (B;,n)nEN of powers of Bernstein
operators. Using Hilbert space methods, we give an explicit formula for
limn_", B~nf, provided limn_",(knln) exists and! is smooth, i.e., f' E ~[O, 1].
The limits of the eigenfunctions of Bn prove to be the indefinite integrals
of Legendre polynomials. For the cases limn_",(knln) = °and limn_",(knln) =

co, we shall give theorems of Voronovskaja type. Since our work depends
fundamentally on a work of Kelisky and Rivlin [2], we summarize their
main results in the next section.

We shall use the following notation: N denotes the set of all natural
numbers, No = N u {O}. The space of all continuous real-valued functions
on the closed interval [0, 1], resp. k-times continuously differentiable real
valued functions on [0, 1), is denoted by %[0, 1], resp. '(f(kJ[O, 1]. For each
sEN, g;s is the space of all real polynomials ·of degree sand &80 the subspace
of all p E. g;s with p(O) = 0; similarly g; is the space of aU real polynomials
and g;0 the subspace of all PEg; with p(o) = 0. We consider these polynomial
spaces as subspaces of '(frO, 1]. For S E No , es is the monomial esCx) = x S

•

II . II", will denote the supremum norm on '(frO, 1) and II . lip the norm on the
function spaces 2'p[O, 1) (p ?1). The norms of operators on these spaces
will be denoted by the same symbols.
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2. MAIN RESULTS OF KELISKY AND RIVLIN [2]

Let SE N be fixed. Since BnP E &s for all P E &s and Bn(f; 0) = f(O)
for all f E '6'[0, 1], we can interpret each Bn as a linear map Bn : & sO~& sO •

For j E {I,... , s} one obtains Biei ; x) = a1.J(n)x + a2j(n) x 2+ ..,+ ailn) Xi
with

=0

7Tin) = 1

for i <,j,

for i >j,

for i = 1,

for i> 1,

(i,j E {I,... , s})

(Stirling numbers of the second kind).
The associated s X s matrix A(n) with elements aiin) is upper triangular.

In the following, we shall only consider indices n with n ;?o s. Then A(n)
possesses the eigenvalues 7Tin) (i = 1,..., s) and can be diagonalized. Let
V(n)-with elements viln)-be the s X s matrix of eigenvectors with the
standardization vu(n) = 1 (i = 1,..., s). Also yen) is upper triangular.
Kelisky and Rivlin showed that the yen) converge, and calculated the limit
matrix. A slight transformation of the original Kelisky and Rivlin formula
yields

(j- I )(j)
lim viln) = (-l)i+j i ~ 1 i
n-'>CO (2{ - ~)

)-1

(i,j E {I,... , s}, i <,j).

For each n ;?o s, to the eigenvectors (v1.J(n), v2;(n), ..., vsin»t there correspond
polynomials Pin E &iO (j = 1,..., s) which are eigenfunctions of Bn and for
which therefore the following relation holds:

for j = 1,
(1)

for j = 2,..., s.
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For eachj E {I,... , s}, the coefficients of Pjn' converge (as n -+ OJ) to the corre
sponding coefficients of the polynomial pj , where

(j- I )(j)
p/x) = ±("';"l)£+j i -. 1 i Xi

i=1 (2~ - ~)
J-l

(2)

(in what follows, the expression "coefficientwise convergent" and the denota
tion "limn~co Pjn =c P/' will be used).

3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF B~"'P FOR POLYNOMIALS P

Throughout this section, let P E&0 be a given polynomial, say p(x) =
2::=1 aixi, of degree s. There are unique representations P = 2::=1 bJnPin
and P = 2::=1 biPi with coefficients bin and bj . Again for all occurring
indices n, we assume the restriction n ;:? s. The application of B~'" yields

( l)k",( 2)kn
( S l)kn

+ ... + bsn 1 - n 1 - n .., 1 - n Psn'

For our further investigation we need two lemmas.

(3)

LEMMA 1.

(i) bIn = b1 = pel) and PIn = PI = e1 for each n ;:? s;

(ii) limn..."" bjn = bj for each j E {2,... , s}.

Proof (i) Since we chose the standardization vii(n) = 1, there holds
PIn = PI = el' From (1) and the relation Bn(f; 1) =f(I) for allfE'1f[O, 1],
it follows that Pjn(l) = pj(I) = 0 for j E {2,... , s}, and therefore bIn =

2::=1 bjnPJn(1) = p(1) = 2::=1 hjp/I) = b1.
(ii) Since Pi and Pjn have leading coefficients 1, P = 2::=1 bjpj =

2::=1 bjnPjn implies bs = bsn for all n ?o s. Now let be k E {I,..., s - I}, and
suppose the convergence limn~co bjn = bj is known for all j E {k + 1, ... , s}.
To establish limn~"" bkn = bk consider the relation 2::=1 (bjpj - binPjn) =
2::=k+l (binPjn - bjpj). The right side converges coefficientwise to the zero
polynomial. Hence, in particular the leading coefficient on the left. side
converges to zero, i.e., limn~co(bk - bkn) = O. I
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LEMMA 2. Suppose (kn)nEN is a sequence of natural numbers with
limn...",(kn/n) = O. Thenfor each lEN, I ~ 2, we have

. n l( l)kn( 2) Ion ( 1-1 Ion l (I)lPcJ, k
n

I 1 - 11 1 - 11 ... 1 -:- -n-) - 1 = - 2 .

Proof. The assertion can be reduced to

. n {( m )kn lhm - 1 - - - 1 =-m
n"'OO k n n

for each mE N,

which is verified by using standard techniques of mathematical analysis. The
details are left to the reader. I

The following proposition is a straightforward consequence of (1), (3),
and Lemmas 1 and 2.

PROPOSITION 1. Let p be the given polynomial and (kn)nEN a sequence of
natural numbers.

(i) In the case limn...o,,{kn/n) = °we have

(4)

As to the degree of approximation we obtain

li~ k
n {B~np - p} = li~ k

n
1t bin(B~npin - Pi)

n-? n n~ n j=l )

(5)

(ii) In the case limn...",(kn/n) = 00 we have

(6)

As to the degree of approximation we obtain

(7)

(iii) In the case limn...",(kn/n) = q E (0, 00) using the abbreviations
Ei := e-iCi-lJ/2 (j = 1,... , s) we have

(8)
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In this case a simple result concerning the degree of approximation seems to be
impossible.

In the next section we answer the question, how do the coefficients bj

depend on the given function p ?

4. THE ASSOCIATED HILBERT SPACE ~

Let~ denote the space of all absolutely continuous real-valued functions
on [0, 1] with 1(0) = °and l' E £"2[0, 1]. For J, g E~ define <J, g) :=
f~l'(t)g'(t) dt and IlflIB: = (f~1'(t)2 dt)l/2. Obviously C .) is an inner
product on ~, and thereby ~ becomes a real Hilbert space with norm
II . liB (;t~ is closely related to a certain Sobolev space). Using Holder's
inequality we get

I f(x)1 ~rI f'(t)1 dt ~ lilllB X
1

/
2

o
(xE[O,I]) (9)

and therefore II/II", ~ 11/110 for all/E ~. Hence on ~ the Hilbert space
topology is finer than the topology of uniform convergence. On~ the norms
II/liB = 111' 112 and II/II~ := IIfl12 111' 112 are equivalent; more exactly we
have t II/II~ ~ 11/110 ~ Ilfll~ for all fE ~, a simple conclusion from (9).
Since the polynomials are dense in £"2[0, 1], 2llo is a dense subset of the
Hilbert space~ .

Now for j E N we define polynomials fj by

._ 1 (2j - 1)
fj'-(2j-l)1I2 j Pj, (10)

where pj as in (2). For j E No let gj denote the Legendre polynomial of degree
j on the interval [0, 1].

PROPOSITION 2.

(i) {fj I j E N} is a complete orthonormal set in .n"B ;

(ii) fj(x) = S~ gq(t)dt for all j EN.

Proof. For j :): 2, we use the representation

, (2 . 1)1/2
I".(x) = (-1)'1+1 J - h (1-2)(X)

Jj . (j _ 1)\ ) (11)

with the auxiliary function hj(x) ±= (x(I - x))1-1. Then (i) ensues by standard
arguments, and (ii) is obvious, when we emphasize (i) and the definition of
Legendre polynomials. I
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Thus each f E~ admits an expansion f = 2:,'::1 <f, fi) J;., and by the
above remarks we infer that this expansion is also valid with respect to the
supremum norm on ~[o, IJ. For polynomials p E f?JIso , from (10) and the
representation p = 2:,:=1 <p, fi) fi we get an explicit formula for the coeffi
cients hj of Section 3:

(
2j - 1)2 1 IIh j = . 2"- I p;(t)p'(t)dt.

.l J 0
(12)

Inserting in Proposition 1 yields new formulations for (5) resp. (7), which are
marked with (5') resp. (7').

In the case 1imn~",(kn/n) = 0, we have

(5')

where

Ao(p; x) := ix(1 - x) p"(x).

In the case limn~",(kn/n) = 00, we have

(
1 -kn

lim 1 - -) {Bnknp - p(l) e1} ~ A p,
n~OO ' n co

where

A",(p; x) := ~ x(1 - x) !6f (1 - 2t) p'(t) dtl·

(7')

(5') follows from (10), (1) and the relation

x(1 - x) h~)(x) = 1'(1 - j) h~H>Cx) (j ~ 2),

whereas (7') is immediate. Interpreting the Bernstein operators as linear
operators Bn :~ ->-~ , we are interested in the associated operator norm,
which will be denoted by II Bn liB'

PROPOSITION 3. For all k, n E N, we have II Bnk liB = 1.

Proof We use the Kantorovic operators Pn : 2 p [0, 1] ->- 2 p [0, IJ
(p ~ 1; n E No) defined by

n (n) fuc+l)/(n+l)
Pn(f; x) := (n + 1) L: k xk(l ~ x)n-k f(t) dt

lc~O k/(n+l)

(fE 2 p [0, 1]; x E [0,1]).
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The following facts are known (cf. Lorentz [3, p. 30]): For fE ~p[O, 1] with
F(x) := J~f(t) dt, the relation

d
Pif; x) = dx (Bn+1(F; x))

holds true, and for the operator norms we have

(x E [0, 1])

for all n E No ,p ?': 1.

Thus for functions fE JItB with IIfllB = II!' 112 :s:;; 1, we get il Bnflie =
Ij(BnfY 112 = II Pn-d' 112 :s:;; 11f' Ib = IlfilB :s:;; 1, which implies II Bn!.; ile :s:;; 1.
The converse inequality follows from Bnel = el and Ii el liB = 1. I

The main theorem of this section comprises a result about the covergence
of the sequence (B~nf)nEN for functions f E JItB . As in Proposition 1, we shaH
use the abbreviations E j = e-j(j-l l/2 (j EN), and for q = 00, we set Ejq : = 1
if j = 1 and Ejq : = °otherwise. In Theorem 1 all occurring convergence
relations are to be understood with respect to the norm Ii . liB'

THEOREM 1.

For each q E [0, 00],

00

8#qf: = L E/<f,/;) f,.
j~l

(fE JItB) (13)

is a linear bounded operator, 8#q: JItB -+ JItB, with 118#q liB = 1. If(kn)nEN is a
sequence of natural numbers with limn~oo(knln) = q, then for each fE £'e we
have 1imn~oo B~'1 = 8#qf

Proof Let q E [0, Cf)] and let (kn)nEN be a sequence of natural numbers
with limn~oo(knln) = q. By Proposition 1, for eachfE 9 0 , say, fE 9 so , the
sequence (B~nf)nEN in 9 sO is coefficient-wise convergent, and hence converges
in the norm on JItB . 9 0 is a dense subspace of JItB , and on account of the
above proposition, the norms II B~" Jle are uniformly bounded by 1. Hence,
the Banach-Steinhaus theorem ensures the existence of a linear bounded
operator .9Jq: £'e -+ £'e with 118#q II :s:;; 1, such that limn~oo B~'1= PJqf.
f!Jqel = e1 and II el liB = 1 imply II fJ1Jq liB = 1. By virtue of the boundedness of
8#q, for eachf = 2:.';:l<f, fj) /; EJItB we obtain 8#qf = 2:.';:l<f, Ji) 8#qJi , and
(13) follows from Proposition 1. Finally we note that 8#qf is independent of
the special choice of the sequence (kn)neN' I

About ten years ago, Karlin and Ziegler [1], Michelli [4], and Schnabl[6.]
gave the analogous theorem with respect to the uniform topology on 1&'[0, 1].
They proved the existence of linear operators .s~: 1&'[0, 1] -+ 1&'[0, I)
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(q E (0, 00)) with II~ 1100 = 1 such that the following holds: For each se
quence (kn)nEN of natural numbers with limn~oo(kn/n) = q and for each
f E 'If[0, 1], B~'1 uniformly convergences to dqf (as n ---). (0). But in contrast
to (13), the operators dq are not available (cf. another representation given
by Karlin and Ziegler (1, p. 324]). Only for the cases q = °and q = 00 one
has do = I (identity operator) by Korovkin's theorem and 091", = B1 by an
analogous theorem due to Karlin and Ziegler «(1, Theorem 1]; cf. Sect. 5).

11lustrating this more exactly, let f be absolutely continuous and smooth,
i.e., !' E £'2(0, 1]. Applying (13) to the function g := f - BdE~ , we get
limn~co B~"g = L;:2 <g, fj) Elfj , which is valid with respect to the uniform
topology on 'If(O, 1] as well. Since B~'1 = Bd+ B~"g, calculating the coeffi
cients <g, fj), we obtain with respect to the uniform topology on 'C(O, 1]

'" I 1
~-S B~"f = Blf+ j~2 Ejq do [jeD) + t(f(1) - f(O» - f(t)]fj'(t) dt!fj,

(14)

i.e., both sides are uniformly convergent and coincide. Although the deriva
tive!, does not appear on the right side of (14), the assumptionf' E .2;[0, 1]
is still necessary for the validity of this equation, as the following considera
tion, for the case q = 0, will show.

For each mEN, Jet Tm be the linear operator Tm : 'If(O, 1] -+ 'If(O, 1]
defined by Ttf: = Bd and

Tmf:= Bd+ i; If [f(O) + t(f(l) -f(O» - f(t)]!;:(t)dtlfj (m;?; 2).

Obviously, each Tm is bounded with respect to the uniform topology on
'If(O, 1]. By the above remarks, one readily shows that each Tm is a projection
Tm : 'If(O, 1] -'>-:?Jlm . Hence, by the Kharshiladze-Lozinski tkeorem we infer
that there exists a function f* E'lf[O, 1] for which T"J* is unbounded, i.e.,
for which the right side of (14) is unbounded, whereas on the left side
limn~co B~nf * = f * still holds true.

5. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS FOR THE CASES limn->co (kn/n) = °AND

limn->", (knln) = 00

We first consider the case limn~",(knln) = 0, which comprises the classical
case k n = 1. Applying Korovkin's theorem with the test set {eo, el' e2},
one obtains for aU f E 'C[O, 1] Iimn~", B~'1 = f uniformly on [0, 1).

Estimates for the quality of the approximation B~'1- f foIIow from
general quantitative results for the approximation with linear positive
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operators, as derived in [5, Section 6]. For this purpose we need the defects
of approximation with the functions of the test set, viz.,

From the proof of Lemma 2, for d2(x) we get

Now employing Theorems 6.1 and 6.3 from [5], we obtain the following
estimates:

SupposefE'1&'(l)[O, 1] and!, ELipMl, then

I B~n(f; x) - f(x)\ ~ ~.~ x(l - x) ~ ~:n .

Suppose f E '1&'[0, 1] and f E LipM1, then

M(k )1/2I B~n(f; x) - f(x) I ~ T nn .

(15)

(16)

For the proof and for further estimates involving other moduli of smooth·
ness, we refer to [5].

We next state a generalization of the Voronovskaja theorem (cf. [3, p. 22J).

THEOREM 2. SupposefE'1&'(2)[0, 1] andlimn~,x,(knln) = 0. Then

. n k 1
~~~ k

n
{Bnn(f; x) - f(x)} = 2: x(l - x) !,,(x) uniformly on [0, 1]. (17)

Proof Since each B~n reproduces linear polynomials, without any loss of
generality we restrict ourselves on the subspace

which is a normed linear space equipped with the norm q(f) := II!" IL", .
We introduce operators T",: '1&'~2) [0, 1] -+ '1&'[0, I] (n E No) defining T",f :=

(nlkn){B~'1- f}forn EN and Tof:= g!", whereg(x) = tx(l- x) (x E [0; 1]).
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Regarding Tn as linear operators from ~~2)[0, 1] with the norm q to ~[O, 1]
with the supremum norm, we try to estimate the associated operator norms.
Putting f E ~b2)[0, 1) and II!" II", ~ 1, we immediately find I ToU; x)1 ~ k,
and (15) with M = 1 yields I Tn(f; x)1 ~ k for n EN. Hence, the operator
norms are uniformly bounded by k. Due to the theorem of Weierstrass, the
polynomials in ~I:)[O, 1] form a dense subspace with respect to the norm q.
But for polynomials, we have limn~", Tnf = Tofwith respect to the supremum
norm on ~[O, 1], on account of (5'). Thus, arguing as in the proof of the
theorem of Banach and Steinhaus, we get the assertion limn~", Tnf = Tof
for eachfE ~b2)[0, 1]. I

Finally in an analogous manner, we shall treat the case limn~",(knln) = 00.

Again applying a Korovkin type theorem of Karlin and Ziegler [1,
Theorem 1] and using the test set {eo, el, e2}, one obtains for allfE ~[O, 1]

lim Bk"f = B f
n~CO n 1

uniformly on [0, 1].

In order to estimate the quality of the approximation B~nf - Bd, we
again shall apply general quantitative results, derived by the author in [5].
The defects of approximation with the functions of the test set are

Employing Theorems 6.2 and 6.4 from [5J, one obtains the following
estimates:

SupposefE ~(l)[0, 1] and!, E LipMl, then

Suppose f E ~[O, 1] and f E LipM1, then

To state Theorem 3 parallel with Theorem 2, we need the class

't?[0, 1] := {IE ~[O, 1] 11'(0) and1'(1) exist}.
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THEOREM 3. Suppose IE 'i[O, 1] and limn~",(knln) = 00. Then

333

1 -len
lim (1 - -) {B~n(f; x) - B1(!; x)}
n~OO n

= 6x(1 - x) 1( f(t) dt _f(O) ~ f(l)1 uniformly on (0, 1J.
(20)

Proof Again we may restrict ourselves to the subspace

'io[O, 1] := {fE 'i[O, 1] If(O) = 0 = f(1)}.

We must show that for all f E'i0[0, 1]

1 -kn II
lim (1 - -) B~n(!; x) = 6x(1 - x) f(t) dt_ro n 0 uniformly on [0, lJ.

for all x E[O, 1]

To each f E'i0[0, 1], there corresponds the function1defined by

1(t) := 1'(0) for t = 0,

f(t)
for tE(O,I),.- t(l - t)

:= -1'(1) for t = 1.

Since f(O) = 0 = f(1) and f is differentiable at 0 and 1, j is continuous on
[0, IJ, and therefore p(f) := 11111", exists, which is readily proved to be a
norm on the space 'io[O, 1]. We introduce operators Tn: 'tfo[O, 1] ~ ~[O, 1J
(n E No, n =F 1) defining

Tnf:= (1 - ~flen B~"f for n ~ 2
and

where g(x) = 6x(1 - x) (x E [0, 1]). Regarding Tn as linear operators from
'tfo[O, 1] with the norm p to ~[O, 1] with the supremum norm, we try to
estimate the associated operator norms. Putting fE 'io[O, 1] and 1111100 ~ 1,
we have If(t)1 ~ t(l - t) for all t E [0, 1]. Applying the positive operator
B~n yields

( l)knI B~n(f; x)j ~ 1 - n x(l - x)

and therefore [I Tnfll", ~ -!;. Also we have II To!ll", ~ :to
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Thus the operator norms are uniformly bounded by i. Now arguing as in
the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain the assertion. I

We note that for f E '6'(2)[0, IJ (20) can be written in the form

1 -kn

lim (1 --' --:) {B~n(f; x) ~Blf; x)}
n-?a;) n

1 1
= - 2: x(1 - x) L6t(l - t)f"(t) dt. (21)

Since f~ 6t(1 - t) dt = 1, the integral in (21) is a weighted mean of the second
derivative.

To conclude this paper, we make a remark concerning saturation.
For a functionfE '6'(2)[0, 1] in the case 1imn~co(kn/n) = 0,

lim k
n

{B~n(f; x) - f(x)} = °
n.....')et:J n

entailsfE &1 and B~rf= ffor all n E N, by virtue of Theorem 2. In contrast
to this, let fE '!frO, 1] and (kn)nEN be a sequence with Iimn~co(kn/n) = 00.

Then
1 -kn

lim (1 - -) {B~n(f; x) - Blf; x)} = °
n~OC) n

entails only f~f(t) dt = i(/(O) +1(1)), and the example of the function
I(x) = x(x - i)(x - 1) shows that B~rf=F Bdfor infinitely many n is still
possible.

Remarks

1. Theorem 3 is contained in the dissertation [5J of the author.

2. H. J. Rausch, Dortmund, has independently found the polynomials Pi
to be an orthogonal set with respect to some inner product.

3. Similar results concerning Kantorovic operators will be published in a
forthcoming paper.
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